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1. Introduction
Denison (2001: 133f.) points out that among the NP1 of NP2 constructions/phrases
in Present-day English (PDE) some (e. g. a majority of, a group of) may be
analyzed as (1a) and others (e. g. a lot of) only as (1b), on the basis of which of
the NPs is responsible for the verbal concord:(１)
(1) a. [NP1 [of NP2]]: NP1 is the head of the partitive construction, postmodified by
the prepositional phrase
b. [[NP1 of] NP2]]: NP1 and of are reanalyzed as a complex determiner,
premodifying the head noun NP2
Denison (ibid.: 133-135) suggests that historically many partitive constructions have
undergone the replacement of (1a) with (1b) and that each construction differs with
respect to the degree of their closeness to (1b).
With regard to various expressions designating size or quantity such as a bucket
of, a heap of, a bunch of, and a bit of, Langacker (1991: 88f.) points out that ‶the
notion of a discrete physical object [designated by NP1] has faded" and that the
notion of ‶size becomes the most salient specification" (ibid.: 88). He then suggests
the possibility that the [NP1 of] has in fact been reanalyzed as a complex quantifier
(ComQ), with the NP2 becoming the head(２). By examining mainly the type of noun
that appears in the NP2 slot of several phrases designating large size, such as
bunch(es) of, heap(s) of and pile(s) of, Brems (2003) shows how far each ‶size noun"
has been reanalyzed and grammaticalized as a ComQ in PDE(３).
Finally, Traugott (2007, 2008) examines the reanalysis of (1a) into (1b) more
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 Following Hopper and Traugott (2003: xx), I will employ the term PDE to refer to the English used
from roughly 1950 onward.
 The term ‶complex quantifier" corresponds to Denison's (2001) ‶complex determiner." Denison employs
the term apparently because he takes into account not only expressions designating quantity but also
various other expressions including a majority of or a kind/sort of. The term ‶complex determiner/
quantifier" is used in Traugott (2008) for all these modifiers. I will use the term ‶ComQ" in this paper
because what concerns us here is no end of and other quantificational expressions.
 Brems (2007) explored, among other things, the degree of grammaticalization of ‶small size nouns" such
as bit of, a jot of and a scrap of in PDE.
closely. She argues that the concept of ‶part" or ‶unit" associated with the meaning
of the head of such partitives as a bit/piece/lot of NP2 invited the inference of
‶quantity," and it was this inference that gave rise to their use as a ComQ. She goes
one step further and insists that once a binominal phrase was reanalyzed as a unit,
it came to fit the schema of adverbial degree modifiers (DegMs) (e. g. all, quite) in
general, enabling another reanalysis as an adverbial DegM in some phrases, as in a
bit afraid or a lot better(４). Traugott (2008: 28-30) provides some examples of this
pathway of change. A part of the development of a bit (of), for instance, is outlined
as follows (bold type is mine and some of the acronyms are spelled out)(５):
(2) Paritive, 16thC: bite `mouthful/morsel/small part of'; by metonymy from action
of biting to result:
--Gif God was made of bits of breid (＝bread) (c.1550 Scot. Poems C. II. 197
[OED])
Complex Determiner/Quantifier, mid 17thC: `inadequate small part of':
--if you think to scape with sending mee such bitts of letters you are mistaken
(1653 DOsborne: Lett. 36.771 [Parsed Corpus of Early English Correspondence])
Degree Adverb, mid 18thC:
--I would not be a bit wiser, a bit richer, a bit taller, a bit shorter, than I am
at this Instant (1723 Steele, The Conscious Lovers III. i [UVa])
(Traugott, 2008: 29)
As a fixed phrase, no end of, similarly to a lot of, is also used as a ComQ (3) and
as a booster (4) in PDE:
(3) a. Both of us caused Mother no end of anxiety and trouble. (BNC; BN3)(６)
b. We have had no end of calls from people wanting to invest in this project.
(WB; oznews0020)
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 In Traugott (2007), the ComQ use is included in the ‶adverbial degree modifier" uses, along with
adverbial uses modifying an adjective and a VP (e.g. like him a lot). The uses of ComQs and adverbial
DegMs, however, will be treated and referred to separately in this paper because (i) the ComQ use
precedes the DegM use (cf. the diachronic development of a bit (of) provided in (2) in the text and
a brief note in footnote 5), and (ii) logically it seems necessary that binominal NPs were first
established as a (quantificational) unit to feed further reanalysis as DegMs modifying adjectives or VPs.
 The earliest citation of the sense 5 of bit n.2 provided in OED2, quoted in (i) below, seems to count as
an adverbial DegM, which is dated to 1675. If it does, the appearance of this use is about the same time
as that of its ComQ use:
(i) 1675 Cotton Poet. Wks. (1765), I had not wrong'd the Gods a bit.
Cursory quotation text searches in OED2, however, seem to support that a great deal (of), a lot (of),
and a heap/heaps (of), at least, developed through the stages of a partitive ＞ a ComQ ＞ a DegM, as
claimed in Traugott (2007, 2008).
 The full names of the corpora and dictionaries are given at the end.
(4) a. Julian has cheered me up no end. (WB; sunnow0034)
b. . . . , you know that helped us no end. (BNC; HUY)
The purpose of the present paper is to demonstrate that no end (of) basically
followed the same pathway of change as did a bit and other ComQs pointed out in
the literature, but with some differences too. ComQs are considered to have derived
from the corresponding partitive constructions, where NP1 denotes a part/subset of
the whole/set denoted by NP2 (cf. Quirk et. al. 1985: 249, Huddleston and Pullum
2002: 333, passim). It is questionable, however, whether a part-whole relationship was
involved in the original binominal phrase of ‶(no) end of NP2" in the first place.
Besides, as we will see later in 2.1, not only no and end but also a more extended
context seem to have been responsible for the rise of the ComQ use of no end of.
Looking at modern examples of no end of, as in (3), one might assume that it has
simply been interpreted linearly, just like the adjective, endless, and that for this
reason no reanalysis, as is assumed to have occurred in the case of various other
ComQs, has ever taken place. However, a review of earlier attestations of no end of
NP2 reveals that most of them were used in the there-existential construction (Th-
C), as in (5), and a few in other very limited contexts like have/see/know no end
of NP2, mainly with the literal sense of ‶no limit (to)."
(5) Whereas here, my Lord, there appears no end of our Misery, if not prevented in
time; (1706 Lampeter; PolB1706)
No end of, on the other hand, began to appear rather suddenly in various other
contexts around the middle of 19th century. Thus, if one assumes no end of has been
simply interpreted linearly and ‶complex-adjectivally" since its appearance, one
cannot explain either its limited distribution in earlier usage or this somewhat sudden
expansion of its context of use.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We will see in Section 2.1 the
initial stage where (no) end was employed as the head of the binominal phrase
mainly in the Th-C. Section 2.2 deals with the semantic/usage change of no end
which occurred during the 100 years between 1741 and 1840 and how such change
led to the grammatical reanalysis. Some consequences of the reanalysis are pointed
out in Section 2.3. The rise of the DegM uses from the ComQ use is dealt with in
Section 3. Section 4 provides a brief summary and examines whether the changes
that have occurred to no end (of) exhibit the major characteristics of
grammaticalization pointed out in the literature.
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2. The Development of the ComQ Use of 
In this section, we trace the development of the ComQ use of no end of with
several diachronic corpora, namely, MEPV, UVa, PPCEME, Lampeter, and texts first
published between 1701 and 1900 which were downloaded from PG(７). A couple of
quotations from OED2 were also considered whose use of no end was clear. We will
examine the state before the reanalysis in 2.1, the semantic change in no end leading
to the reanalysis in 2.2, and its consequences in 2.3.
2.1 Before Reanalysis: from ME to the Middle of the 19th Century
Four relevant examples were found in MEPV, a corpus of Middle English (ME),
two of which are given below:
(6) a. Weox et folk & wel i-aih; for lc hefde his iwillen.
`The people increased, and throve well, for each had his will.'
Inne lut зeren firste; wes at folc swa muchel.
`In few years time the folk was so mickle'
at er nas nan ende; of folke swie hende.
`that there was no end of people most good'(８)
(MEPV; c1275 (?a1200) Layamon's Brut (Ms. Cotton Caligula A. IX), 999-1001)
b.e Iewes of harm hedde non ende,
`The Jews did no end of harm'
Mi sone to-beten and to-pust,
`My son was much beaten and pushed'
(MEPV; c1390 Dialogue between Saint Bernard and the Virgin (2), 197-198)
All attestations found in MEPV were, more or less, discontinuous, indicating that no
end of was not yet recognized as a unit;(９) End is the head of the binominal NP,
modified by the PP containing NP2. The attestations are found either in a variant of
the Th-C, as in (6a), or in the environment of ‶X [of Y] has no end," as in (6b).
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 The texts downloaded from PG comprise both fiction and non-fiction by British authors. The entire size
of the texts is a little less than 15 million words. The texts available at PG, from which 29 of our
attestations of no end of were taken, were donated by volunteers, and therefore their quality should be
checked. Among them, 13 attestations were checked with texts of obviously reliable editions of works
which can be viewed via Google Book Search [http://books.google.com/]. Four attestations were
checked with e-texts offered by the Spectator Project, Montclair State University
[http://meta.montclair.edu/spectator/] and e-books provided by the University of Adelaide Library
[http.//ebooks.adelaide.edu.au/]. One of the attestations was checked with a reliable edition in book
form. Eight attestations were checked with 5 different websites which provide literary texts (along with
other genres of texts) such as Classic Reader [http://www.classicreader.com/] and FullBookscom
[http://www.fullbooks. com]. Three attestations could not to be checked.
 The translation is quoted from Sir Frederic Madden (1970) Layamons Brut, or Chronicle of Britain,
accompanied by a literal translation, notes, and a grammatical glossary, AMS Press, New York.
The continuous string of no end of appeared in the early 16th century in our
corpora. Interestingly, the environments where no end of appeared were extremely
limited and stable for almost 350 years. Among 48 attestations found during the
period between 1501 and 1840 in our corpora, 39 were in the Th-C and 9 were in the
environments of ‶see/find/know/come to ＋ no end of NP2." Semantically, no end
was mostly employed with its literal sense of ‶no limit" during this period, which we
will return to in the next section. In this section, let us first examine the grammatical
status of no end of.
Although no end of was now used in a continuous string, there are good reasons
to believe that it had not yet been recognized as a unit, but (no) end remained the
head of the binominal phrase. Firstly, notice that no end in (7) should be the head
because the notional subject of the Th-C must be an indefinite NP, a constraint
which was already operative in Early Modern English (EModE) (cf. Ukaji, 1984: 518;
Denison, 1998: 213):(10)
(7) a. ‶When the cardinal saw that there was no end of this matter [＝argument],
he made a sign to the fool to withdraw, turned the discourse another way, and
soon after rose from the table, and, dismissing us, went to hear causes.
(1516 UVa; Thomas More, Utopia.)
b. My Lord, I come now to consider our Divisions . . . Under an Arbitrary Prince,
all are willing to serve, because all are under a necessity to obey, whether
they will or not. He chuses therefore whom he will, without respect to either
Parties or Factions; and if he think fit to take the Advices of his Councils or
Parliaments, every Man speaks his Mind freely, and the Prince receives the
faithful Advice of his People without the mixture of Self-designs: If he prove
a good Prince, the Government is easy; if bad, either Death or a Revolution
brings a Deliverance. Whereas here, my Lord, there appears no end of our
Misery, if not prevented in time; Factions are now become Independent, and
have got footing in Councils, in Parliaments, in Treaties, in Armies, in
Incorporations, in Families, among Kindred, yea, Man and Wife are not free
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 No end of forms a continuous string in the following quotations in MED, but they are used in different
senses:
(i) c1400 Bk.Mother (Bod 416) 129/20: As longe as a man wol make non ende of his synnes . . so mony
ringes he makeof his cheine to binde himself in e peine of helle. `As long as a man keeps
making sin, he makes as many links of chain to bind himself to the pain of the hell.'
(MED, s.v. ring n. 2b)
(ii) a1500 Pennyw.Wit (2) (Cmb Ff.2.38) 106: Owt of hyt [＝my chamber] y may not wynne, To speke
with none ende of my kynne. `Out of it [＝my chamber] I may not go, to speak with no member
of my family.' (MED, s.v. ende n.1 22b)
 Extended contexts are provided in many of the examples for a later discussion of the semantics of no
end (of).
from their political Jarrs.
(1706 Lampeter; PolB1706)
NP2 is a definite NP in each example and therefore cannot be interpreted as the
head with no end of modifying it. Besides, since each NP2 is a fully fledged NP,
preceded by a determiner (this, our), no end of cannot be construed either as a
ComQ or as a ‶complex adjective." This pattern, that is, ‶(there is) no end of ＋
definite NP," was in common use until around 1830.
Secondly, it has been pointed out that indefinite pronouns such as some, any, every,
no and many may be followed by a possessive pronoun in EModE (Ukaji, 1984: 314;
Rissanen, 1999: 205). Then, is it possible for no end of in (8) to be analogously
interpreted as modifying NP2?
(8) a. 1555 W. Waterman, Fardle Facions Ⅱ, viii, 179 Thei canne finde none ende of
their scrattinge, but the more thei haue, the fellier gnaweth their longing.
`. . . , but the more they have, the more fierce their longing becomes'
(OED2; s. v. scrat v. 5)
b. HOw long shall this lyke dying lyfe endure,
And know no end of her owne mysery:
but wast and weare away in termes vnsure,
twixt feare and hope depending doubtfully.
(UVa; 1594 Edmund Spenser, Amoretti and Epithalamion. (sonnet))
It seems that the answer is negative because the resulting interpretation of ‶find
their endless scratting" or ‶know her endless misery" would be somewhat strange.
It is far more natural to construe the relevant part in (8a) as finde semantically
selecting none ende as its object, which is modified by scrattinge. The same manner
of interpretation must be applied in (8b).
Thirdly, unlike PDE, no end of is occasionally followed by a verbal gerund until
the early 19th century in our corpora:
(9) a. I heare the former sort say, that knowledge is of those things which are to be
accepted of with great limitation and caution, that th' aspiring to overmuch
knowledge, was the originall temptation and sinne, whereupon ensued the fal
of Man that knowledge hath in it somewhat of the Serpent, and therefore
where it entreth into a man, it makes him swel. Scientia inflat. That Salomon
giues a Censure, That there is no end of making Bookes, and that much
reading is weariness of the flesh And againe in another place, That in spatious
knowledge, there is much contristation, and that he that encreaseth knowledge,
encreaseth anxietie: (1602 PPCEME; BACON-E2-P1, 1, 3V. 25)
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b. There is no end of my giving you trouble with packing me up cases: I shall
pay the money to your brother. Adieu! Embrace the Chutes, who are heavenly
good to you, and must have been of great use in all your illness and disputes.
(1735 PG; Letters of Horace Walpole, Earl of Orford, to Sir Horace Mann.)
Verbal gerunds cannot be premodified by either a (complex) quantifier or a
(complex)adjective, and therefore it follows that end in each example is the head of
the binominal phrase.
Fourthly, more than few attestations of no end of during this period are followed
by pronouns including it, them, and this, an example of which is given in (10)(11).
Since a pronoun, like a verbal gerund and a fully fledged NP, cannot be premodified
by either a quantifier or an adjective, no end of cannot be interpreted as a
ComQ:(12)
(10) Well, and so, just as the carriage came to the door, my uncle was called away
upon business to that horrid man, Mr. Stone. And then, you know, when once
they get together, there is no end of it.
(1813 UVa; Jane Austen, Pride and Prejudice.)
Thirty-five out of 48 attestations between 1501 and 1840 fall into one of these
patterns which we have observed so far. In the remainder, no end of is followed by
a ‶bare" NP2 without an accompanying determiner. In such cases, one cannot decide
without clues elsewhere whether end is the head or no end of had acquired the
ComQ status. Let us first examine cases where some clue is present. In (11a), no
end and his state are conjoined by nor, and both of them are selected by the verb,
found, which seems to indicate the head status of no end. Likewise in (11b), an end
of NP and no end of NP are paired by means of the coordinator, or. Therefore, it
would be natural to interpret end as the head of the respective binominal phrase:
(11) a. Despaire takes place, disdaine hath gott the hand:
Yet firme loue holds my senses in such band,
As (since dispis'ed) I with sorrow marry.
Then if with griefe I now must coupled bee,
Sorrow Ile wed; Despaire thus gouernes mee.
The weary Traueller, who tyred, sought
In places distant farre, yet found no end
Of paine or labour, nor his state to mend:
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 As we will see later in 2.3, this pattern has survived to PDE.
 Note that this interpretation is also blocked in terms of the definiteness condition on the Th-C.
At last with ioy is to his home backe brought.
(1621 UVa; Lady Mary Wroth, Pamphilia, to Amphilanthus: A Sonnet
Sequence from the Countesse of Mountgomeries Urania.)
b. If clip'd Money be stop'd all at once, there is immediately a stop of Trade.
If it be permitted to pass in tale, as if it were lawful weighty Money whilst
it is recoining, and till all be recoin'd, that way also there will be an end of
Trade, or no end of clip'd Money.
(1695 UVa; John Locke, ‶Further Considerations Concerning Raising the
Value of Money.")
In (12), the NP2, journeys, is a plural count noun, and therefore the number
agreement may suggest that (no) end is the head of the binominal phrase:
(12) July 10. ---I really begin to be hurried. My mother, you know, is exactly
punctilious in every thing. Such a quantity of things are bought, and such a
quantity to be bought, that there is no end of journeys into the city.
(1767 UVa; Frances Sheridan, Memoirs of Miss Sidney Bidulph.)
As pointed out in Denison (1998: 213f.), however, it has been known that singular
verb form has been occasionally employed even when the notional subject is plural,
in other words, non-concord has occasionally occurred in the Th-C. Jespersen (1948:
Section 6.81), quoting attestations of non-concord subsequent to a work by Thomas
Malory, notes, ‶[t]here is (or there's) . . . becomes a fixed formula to indicate the
existence of something; it is often pronounced before the speaker has considered
whether it is a sg [＝singular] or pl [＝plural] word that is to follow." Denison
(ibid.) outlines Dekeyser's 1975 study in which such non-concord was observed in
nearly 6 percent of his data for the first half of the 19th century and nearly 13
percent for the second half. Since (12) sounds like an informal diary, this may be
another case of non-concord found in the Th-C. If this is in fact the case, there seems
to be no obvious clues to decide whether end (NP1) or NP2 is the head of the
binominal phrase in this type of attestation. No clues seem to be available in the
following attestation either:
(13) How uneven the ground is! Surely these excavations, now so thoroughly clothed
with vegetation, must originally have been huge gravel pits; there is no other
way of accounting for the labyrinth, for they do dig gravel in such capricious
meanders; but the quantity seems incredible. Well! there is no end of guessing!
We are getting amongst the springs, and must turn back.
(1824 PG; Mary Milford, Our Village.)
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It would be tempting to interpret no end as the head when it is employed in its
literal sense of ‶no limit." However, there are some examples where no end is
employed hyperbolically, meaning roughly ‶very many/much." As for (12) and (13),
both of our two informants have responded that no end in (12) is used
hyperbolically, and that in (13) there is ambiguity between the literal and hyperbolic
interpretations. However, we have seen in detail that no end is reasonably recognized
as the head of the binominal phrase in many of the attestations during this period.
Since there seems to be no obvious evidence that is at odds with this analysis in
indeterminable cases such as (12) and (13), the null hypothesis is that all instances
of the binominal phrase were still recognized/analyzed as [NP1 [of NP2]](13).
In sum, while the continuous string of no end of began to appear in the early
1500s, we have shown evidence suggesting the head status of end of the binominal
phrase from its appearance right up to 1840. While the syntactic status of no end
had been stable and the reanalysis had not yet occurred during this period, the
semantics and use of the phrase had been undergoing a major change during the
100-year period roughly between 1741 and 1840, which I claim triggered the
reinterpretation and grammatical reanalysis of the phrase as [NP1 of [NP2]]. This
change in meaning/use is the topic of the next subsection.
2.2 Semantic/Usage Change during 1741-1840 and Reinterpretation/Reanalysis
To reveal the semantic changes that no end (of) underwent over the time, I have
asked two native speakers of English for their interpretations of the attestations of
no end of between 1501 and 1900 from among three choices: (A) the literal sense of
‶no limit"; (B) hyperbolic use, with the sense of ‶very many/much,"; and (C)
ambiguous between (A) and (B), in other words, can be interpreted either way(14).
Table 1 shows the results of their judgments (‶Ⅰ" and ‶Ⅱ" indicate each
individual.):
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 One piece of evidence which runs counter to this hypothesis is the following citation given in OED2,
which obviously indicates the ComQ status of no end of:
(i) 1623 Bingham Xenophon 143 You . . made no end of promises. (OED2 s.v. end n. 21)
NP2, promises in (i) is selected by the verb made and therefore it seems to be the head of the
binominal phrase and no end of is a ComQ modifying promises. Note, however, that there are no
attestations that contain unambiguous indications of the ComQ status of no end of in our 48 attestations
during the period of 1501-1840. This is also an isolated quotation in OED2 where the ComQ status of no
end of is clearly indicated during the same period. (The second earliest such quotation is dated to
1848.) As is often pointed out, a single attestation is not sufficient to establish a particular usage. It
would be reasonable to consider the citation (i) as nonce use, not as evidence of the establishment of
the ComQ status of no end of.
 Both informants are Canadian aged around 50. Both are TEFL specialists with an MA and who teach
at several universities and colleges in the Tokyo area.
To illustrate their judgments, the examples (7a, b), (8a, b), (9a), and (11b)
provided in 2.1 were judged as ‶A," while (9b), (10), (11a), (12) were judged as
‶B," by both informants. Example (13) was judged as ‶C" as we have already seen,
and (14) is another example judged as ‶C" by both informants:
(14) From Utrecht to Bois le Duc nothing but sand and heath; no inspiration, no
whispering foliage, not even a grasshopper, to put one in mind of Eclogues and
Theocritus. ‶But why did you not fall into one of your beloved slumbers, and
dream of poetic mountains? This was the very country to shut one's eyes upon
without disparagement." Why so I did, but the postillions and boatmen obliged
me to open them, as soon as they were closed. Four times was I shoved, out
of my visions, into leaky boats, and towed across as many idle rivers. I thought
there was no end of these tiresome transits; and, when I reached my journey's
end, was so completely jaded that I almost believed Charon would be the next
aquatic I should have to deal with.
(1783 PG; William Beckford, Dreams, Waking Thoughts and Incidents.)
A look at Table 1 reveals that in terms of the semantics of no end (of), there are
three distinct stages: (I) 1501-1740; (II) 1741-1840; (III) 1841-1900. The phrase was
usually employed with its literal sense of ‶no limit" during the period of (I), and
normally hyperbolically as a ComQ designating a large quantity in (III). (II) was a
transitional period when the relative number of cases of hyperbolic, quantificational
interpretation was on the increase and when cases which are judged as ambiguous
between the literal and hyperbolic uses also stood out. The fact that (II) was the
transitional period is mirrored in the stability of the informants' judgments. Their
interpretations of no end (of) were stable concerning attestations in the periods of
(I) and (III) in that one person's judgments rarely differed from the other's and
their judgments tended to be either A or B. Their judgments concerning attestations
in (II), on the other hand, sometimes differed from one informant to the other and
wavered between (A) and (B). This instability probably comes from the fact that no
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Table 1 Two informants' interpretations of uses of ()
1501-1740 1741-1800 1801-1840 1841-1900
I II I II I II I II
A 18 19 7 4 5 4 7 7
B 4 5 2 5 6 5 91 89
C 2 0 3 3 1 3 7 9
24 24 12 12 12 12 105 105
end as an original propositional phrase was being reinterpreted as a hyperbolic
quantifier at the time, and thus some attestations may be interpreted either way by
modern readers.
As I claimed in 2.1, syntactically end was still recognized as the head, with [of
NP2] dependent on it during this 100-year period. However, as hearers/readers
encountered more and more cases where no end was or could be interpreted
hyperbolically(15), it seems that they were tempted to reinterpret no end of as a unit
modifying NP2, instead of taking NP2 as modifying the head, end. After all, the
resulting meanings are virtually the same in most cases whether one interprets the
binominal phrase in the conventional or new mode. Chances were probably slim that
people applied the new mode of interpretation when NP2 was a pronoun as in (10),
or a verbal gerund as in (9). However, this reinterpretation should have been more
easily invited where NP2 was a lexical NP, as in (14) with its hyperbolic
interpretation. It must have been applied most straightforwardly in such cases as
(12) or (15), where NP2 is a bare NP with no determiner:
(15) In merry England there is no end of popular ballads on this theme. The poem
of John the Reeve, or Steward, mentioned by Bishop Percy, in the Reliques of
English Poetry, is said to have turned on such an incident; and we have
besides, the King and the Tanner of Tamworth, the King and the Miller of
Mansfield, and others on the same topic.
(1819 UVa; Walter Scott, Ivanhoe. A Romance.)
Also inviting this reinterpretation was apparently the existence of a group of
established ComQs with a similar meaning: a great/good deal of, a heap/heaps of,
the then-newly emerged a lot/lots of and so on. Traugott (2007: 537) suggests that
the existence of a great/good deal of since the ME period served as a model for the
establishment of the ComQ use of a lot of. She insists that these expressions
constitute a meso-construction along with a bit (of), a bunch (of) and others
designating quantity. As more and more cases of no end (of) came to be interpreted
hyperbolically as ‶very many/much," it came to fit the meaning and sometimes also
the form (where NP2 is a bare NP) of the meso-construction mentioned above, which
enabled the reinterpretation and the following grammatical reanalysis of no end of.
So, it can be said that more frequent loosening of the literal meaning of no end
paved the way for its reinterpretation and later reanalysis.
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 It has been pointed out that that normally bounded or totality modifiers later acquire unbounded or
scalar usage (cf. Paradis (2000, 2001), Buchstaller and Traugott (2006)). For instance, Paradis (2000: 15)
points out that quite meant ‶entirely" in Late ME but it later acquired the meaning of ‶really" in the
18th century, which further weakened ‶to a moderate degree." The semantic change of very from ‶truly"
to ‶to a high degree" is quoted among other examples in Buchstaller and Traugott (2006: 348).
Before concluding this section, it is worth noting that the reinterpretation and
reanalysis of no end of was made possible in a very specific local context, that is,
where it was or could be interpreted hyperbolically as ‶very many/much" in the Th-
C in our corpora, roughly between 1741 and 1840. The situation is very different
from that of the other ComQs: If quantificational sense arose by inference from the
sense of ‶part" or ‶unit," as is claimed in Traugott (2007, 2008), the new use must
have been exploited basically in any position where the phrase with older use used
to appear. For example, (16a, b) are the two earliest citations provided in OED2
with the sense of ‶[a] number of persons or things of the same kind, or associated
in some way" (s. v. lot n. 8a). The rise of general quantificational use from this use
seems to be only a short step, and therefore the latter use is considered to have
started from these environments among others:
(16) a. c1575 J. Hooker Life Sir P. Carew (1857) 49 The next day the people, like a
lot of wasps, were up in sundry places. [in a PP]
b. 1725 in G. Sheldon Hist. Deerfield, Mass. (1895) I. 449 Our men . . discovered
a partie of the Enemy that had killed a mare & a Lott of men. [in an object
NP]
Thus, the reinterpretation and reanalysis of no end of was made possible in a more
specific and extended context than other ComQs.
2.3 The Consequences of Reanalysis: After the Middle of the 19th Century
Once no end of was reanalyzed as a ComQ designating ‶very many/much," the
context in which it was employed expanded dramatically and it seems that it
appeared much more frequently (cf. Table 1)(16). Its use was no longer limited to the
contexts where it used to appear when construed as the head of the binominal
phrase, that is, mainly in the Th-C. It came to be used in environments where
ComQs with similar meaning such as a lot of and a great deal of were employed.
Firstly, in (17), no end of appears in an object NP selected by a verb which is not
see, find, know or have. Note that the ComQ status of no end of in these attestations
is obvious because it is NP2 and not (no) end that is selected by the verb: (17)
(17) a. Now if I was to go and leave you and the children, a pretty noise there'd be!
You, however, can go and smoke no end of pipes and--YOU DIDN'T
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 Since the size of UVa, our major corpus for the period, is not known, we cannot know how frequent no
end of became over time. However, a leap in the number of attestations seen in Table 1 seems to
suggest a large increase in frequency from the mid 19th century onwards.
 (17a) is the first attestation in our corpora where no end of is obviously analyzed as a ComQ. As
mentioned in footnote 13, the earliest such quotation in OED2 is dated to 1848.
SMOKE? It's all the same, Mr. Caudle, if you go among smoking people.
(1846 PG; Douglas Jerrold, Mrs Caudle's Curtain Lectures.)
b. ‶I'm glad you like it, for I want you to take me to one of the new concerts
some night. I really need some music to put me in tune. Will you, please?"
‶Of course I will, with all my heart, or anywhere else you like. You have
been shut up so long, it will do you no end of good, and I shall enjoy it, of
all things. (1869 UVa; Louisa Alcott, Little Women.)
No end of appears in a PP in (18a) and in a subject NP in (18b):
(18) a. However, we got him excommunicated for six weeks, and sentenced in no
end of costs; and then the baker's proctor, and the judge, and the advocates
on both sides (who were all nearly related), went out of town together, . . .
(1850 UVa; Charles Dickens, David Copperfield.)
b. Howe's and Singer's and no end of other machines have come since then,
and yet there is work for women to do.
(1878 UVa; James Richardson, Our Patent-System, and What We Owe to It.)
No end of is occasionally observed in other contexts too, for example, in a subject
complement in (19a) and as part of an adverbial adjunct in (19b):
(19) a. Of course she made a great difference in the work to be done -- far more
difference than her size warranted, but Nanny was no end of help, and
Diamond was as much of a sunbeam as ever, and began to sing to the new
baby the first moment he got her in his arms.
(1871 UVa; George Macdonald, At the Back of the North Wind.)
b. To be sure I am no stranger to the place -- I am Sergeant Troy, as I told
you, and I have assisted your uncle in these fields no end of times when I
was a lad. I have been doing the same for you today."
(1874 UVa; Thomas Hardy, Far from the Madding Crowd.)
As we have seen in 2.2, most of the attestations of no end of before the reanalysis
were employed in the Th-C and a few as the object of several verbs like see and
find. However, among 15 attestations observed between 1844 and 1957, which is
considered to be the period soon after the reanalysis, only 5 attestations were
observed in the Th-C and others in various other contexts that we have observed in
this section. This ‶diffusion" further advanced between 1858 and 1900, when, out of
a total of 90 attestations during the period, 10 appeared in the Th-C and only 2 were
used in the object NP of find and see with its literal sense, as in (8) and (11a). All
other attestations were used in other contexts. This distribution is basically the same
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as that observed in PDE.
Another consequence of the reanalysis is clearly detected in the form of NP2 of
the binominal phrase. Before the reanalysis, NP2 often came with a determiner, as
can be seen in many of the attestations given in 2.1. We have also seen attestations
whose NP2 is a gerund (cf. (9)). However, out of 105 attestations observed between
1841 and 1900, only 5 have an NP2 that is determined as a fully fledged NP, such as
[Det ＋ N'] and a pronoun. Two of them are found in the Th-C, one of which is
given as (20a), along with an example found in other contexts (20b):
(20) a. ‶Oh yes, we shall -- three or four bushels," said Will triumphantly.
‶There's no end of what we shall get when father goes," said Bob. ‶Why,
you've no idea how he rattles'em [＝chestnuts] down."
(1878 UVa; Harriet Stowe, Poganuc People: Their Loves and Lives.)
b. So Miles started on his quest. Hour after hour he tramped through back
alleys and squalid streets, seeking groups and crowds, and finding no end of
them, but never any sign of the boy.
(1882 UVa; Mark Twain, The Prince and the Pauper; a Tale for Young
People of All Ages.)
I claim that no end of in these attestations is recognized not as a ComQ but as the
head of the binomial phrase: These are rare examples where the old pattern was
employed. The pattern of ‶no end of ＋ pronoun (it, them)" is actually rarely
employed in PDE, for instance, 2 out of a total of 71 attestations of no end of in BNC
and 1 out of 32 attestations in WB. Thus, it would be safe to consider that the basic
pattern of the ComQ use of no end of was established by the end of the 19th century.
3. The Rise of the Degree Modifier Use
Soon after the constant appearance of attestations in which the ComQ use of no
end of can be obviously recognized, as in (17a), another new use began to appear
in our corpora. This is its use as an adverbial DegM, or more specifically, a kind of
booster, which comes in two types. In one type, no end modifies, originally an
adjective with the sense of ‶very, extremely," as in (21a), then a little later, a VP
too with the sense of ‶very much, a lot," as in (21b):(18)
(21) a. ‶Oh! so that's why Mary called you back, and you didn't come to supper.
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 (21a) is the first attestation of the use in question in our corpora. The first attestation of the no end
of a(n) pattern, which we will see in (22), was also found in the same work in which (21a) was found.
(21b) is the first attestation in our corpora where no end functions as an adverbial adjunct modifying
a VP. In OED2, the earliest quotation of the use found in (21a) is dated to 1859, that found in (21b)
to 1886, and that found in (22) to 1870.
You lost something. That beef and pickles was no end good."
(1857 PG; Thomas Hughes, Tom Brown's School Days.)
b. The men deserve hanging, no end, but at the same time they are human, and
entitled to some respect; (1873 UVa; Ambrose Bierce, The Fiend's Delight.)
The other degree modifier use comes in the form of ‶no end of a(n)," which
intensifies the degree inherent in the immediately following noun, as in (22).
Therefore, the NP2s apparently must be those that can conjure up the notion of
degree. No end of a row in (22a) and no end of a sport in (22b) can be
paraphrased, respectively, as a big row and a really good sport/a real sport:
(22) a. ‶It's no use your trying," said her brother who was now half across, and
who spoke from the middle of the river. ‶Don't you let her, Owen. She'll slip
in, and then there will be no end of a row up at the house."
(1861 PG; Anthony Trollope, A Castle Richmond.)
b. ‶What do you mean?" asked Langham. ‶Is it King's boat? Do you expect
him here? Oh, what fun! I say, Clay, here's the `Vesta,' Reggie King's yacht,
and he's no end of a sport. (1897 UVa; Richard Davis, Soldiers of Fortune.)
While no end modifying an adjective or a VP as in (21) may be interpreted as
boosting either degree or quantity(19) , the case in which it modifies a noun is
considered to boost degree or extent of some sort.
The pathway of development of the ComQ and adverbial DegM uses is described
below. As discussed in the last section, while no end of was repeatedly employed
hyperbolically in the Th-C, it was reinterpreted and grammatically reanalyzed as a
quantificational unit. Once it was established as a unit meaning ‶a vast number/
amount of," it would not be a big step to employ it adverbially to reflect ‶vastly," or
to apply it in the domain of degree as an adjective designating ‶vast," ‶huge." The
whole process can be depicted in three stages:
(24) Stage I There is no end [of NP]; end is the head, mainly in the literal sense
--an increasing number of cases of hyperbolic interpretation
StageⅡ There is [no end of] NP; reinterpretation & grammatical reanalysis,
no end of as a (hyperbolic) quantificational unit, ‶a vast quantity of"
Stage Ⅲ rise of degree modifier use

‶vastly" e. g. no end good
based on the meaning acquired as a unit
 ‶vast/huge" e. g. no end of a row
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 See (i) and (ii) as cases where notion of quantity rather than degree may be more relevant:
(i) . . . has really come out of his shell and his game has improved no end. (BNC; HJ3)
(ii) Whatever happens I shall have enjoyed it no end. (BNC; K52)
Notice that this pathway of change from ComQ to adverbial DegM is the same as
that proposed by Traugott (2007, 2008), which is given as (2) at the beginning of
the present paper. While the reanalysis of no end of as a ComQ took place in a more
specific, extended context, that is, essentially in that of ‶there is no end of NP2,"
once it was established as a quantificational unit, it developed adverbial DegM uses
in the same way as some of other ComQs.
4. Concluding Remarks
I have demonstrated that quantificational no end of has undergone reinterpretation
and reanalysis like other ComQs designating (a large) quantity. The relative increase
in the number of cases where no end was/could be interpreted hyperbolically as
‶very many/much" paved the way for the binominal phrase to be reinterpreted
linearly and as a quantifier. Enabling this reinterpretation was apparently the
existence of other already established ComQs such as a great/good deal of, and a
lot/lots of, which served as a model. Once no end of was grammatically reanalyzed
as a ComQ, contexts in which it appeared expanded dramatically and its token
frequency probably increased too. No end of, when reanalyzed as a unit, has
developed adverbial DegM uses like some of the ComQs.
I have not as yet referred to the reanalysis that occurred to no end (of) as
grammaticalization in this paper, and we will now briefly consider this in the
remainder of the paper. Brems (2007) and Traugott (2008) regard the change from
partitive constructions to ComQs, to DegMs as grammaticalization without
discussion(20), except that the subjectification and intersubjectification observed in a
bit of a(n) are quoted as evidence of (further) grammaticalization in Brems (2007:
305f.)(21). Grammaticalization typically refers to ‶the change whereby lexical items and
constructions come in certain linguistic contexts to serve grammatical functions, and
once grammaticalized, continue to develop new grammatical functions" (Hopper and
Traugott 2003: 18). As we have seen, (no) end started as the head of the binominal
phrase (mainly with its literal sense), and therefore it is safe to say that it originated
from a lexical construction. On the other hand, it may be open to question whether
a ComQ and a DegM which it later developed into belong to a lexical or grammatical
category. Considering, however, that they are more or less closed sets compared with
general open-class major categories, such as verbs, nouns, adjectives and possibly
general adverbs, they can be reasonably categorized as grammatical constructions(22).
Let us next examine whether major specific characteristics of
grammaticalizatization pointed out in the literature were involved in the rise of the
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 Brems (2003) regards the change from partitive constructions to ComQs as an instance of
grammaticalization.
 See Traugott (1995) for subjectification and Traugott (2003) and Traugott and Dasher (2002: 22-24; 154-
156; 174-178) for intersubjectification.
ComQ and DegM uses of no end (of). Firstly, it has frequently been pointed out that
grammaticalization takes place in a specific local context by means of pragmatic
inferencing (cf. the explanation of the rise of the auxiliary, be going to provided in
Hopper and Traugott (2003: 2f)). As we have seen, the literal meaning of no end
was often loosened in the local context of the Th-C and this paved the way for the
new linear interpretation of the binominal phrase. A kind of inference could be said
to be involved with this switching of the mode/direction of interpretation. This
reinterpretation, apparently enabled by analogy with established ComQs, led to the
reanalysis or rebracketing of no end of from [NP1 [of NP2]] to [NP1 of [NP2]],
which is again part and parcel of grammaticalization. Thirdly, decategorization (cf.
Hopper and Traugott 2003: 106-108) is said to take place concomitantly with
grammaticalization, but no overt evidence suggesting it seems to be available in the
case of no end of; After all, there was no room, for instance, for a modifier to be
added to the original phrase. On the other hand, it is assumed that once no end (of)
was grammaticalized as a ComQ or a DegM, no and end lost their original
categorical statuses, in other words, they were decategorized in this sense. Fourthly,
as we have seen in 2.3, once no end of was reanalyzed, its context of use expanded
dramatically and it presumably became used much more frequently, an occurrence
typically observed in grammaticalization (cf. Be going to came to be followed by such
VPs as like Bill or go to London, which are incompatible with its original purposive
meaning (Hopper and Traugott 2003: 3)). Fifthly, as we have seen at the end of 2.3,
the old pattern where (no) end is considered to be the head of the binominal phrase
has survived (at least) in the string of ‶no end of ＋ pronoun," along with no end
of as a ComQ in PDE, which is an example of layering (cf. Hopper and Traugott
2003: 124-126). Finally, phonetic attrition (e. g. gonna ＜ be going to) is said to occur
frequently as grammaticalization proceeds. No such reduction, however, has been
detected in the case of no end (of). This is probably because no end (of) has largely
maintained its emphatic nuance, which has blocked attrition. In sum, the series of
changes underwent by no end (of) shows the major characteristics of
grammaticalization.
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 While the number of members of ComQs and DgMs will be limited compared with those of major
categories and therefore can be said ‶closed," it can be actually very large. Radden and Dirven (2007:
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mountains of, piles of, stacks of, masses of and tons of and others] appear to be unlimited."
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[抄 録]
The Grammaticalization of NP of NP Phrases: The Case of No End of
山  聡
[A lot/lots of, a great/good deal of, a bit of 等の複合数量詞・決定詞 (ComQ) ＋
NP] の構造は, 通時的に元来それぞれ (i) であったものが, (ii) のように再分析された,
としばしば分析される (Denison (2001), Brems (2003, 2007), Traugott (2007, 2008))｡
(i) [NP1 [of NP2]] NP1が主要部で, それを [of NP2] が後置修飾
(ii) [[NP1 of] NP2]] [NP1 of] が複合数量詞・決定詞として機能し, それが NP2を修
飾；NP2が主要部
Traugott (2007, 2008) は, NP1が表す ｢…の集まり, 部分｣ の意味から, 推論により
｢たくさんの, 少しの…｣ といった ｢数量｣ の意味が発生し, そこから a lot better や like
a lot にみられる程度副詞の用法が発達したことを論証している｡
本稿は, やはり数量詞と程度副詞としての用法をもつ no end of について, 上記のよ
うな ComQ と同じ発達の過程を経たのかを考察する｡ No end of の用例を通時的に観察
することで, 当該の表現は, 主に there is no end of NP２の環境で, no end が文字通
りの意味から ｢…が途方もないほどある｣, と誇張的に量が多いことをより頻繁に表すよ
うになったことをきっかけに, 再解釈と文法的な再分析を受けたことを論証する｡ No
end of の再分析の様態は他の ComQ とは異なるものの, 再解釈を受けた後は, いくつか
の ComQ と同様に程度副詞の用法を発達させる｡
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